An asymptotic plume growth method based on a time-accurate three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics formulation has been developed to assess the exhaust-plume pollutant environment from a simulated RD-170 engine hot-fire test on the F1 Test Stand at Marshall Space Flight Center. Researchers have long known that rocket-engine hot firing has the potential for forming thermal nitric oxides, as well as producing carbon monoxide when hydrocarbon fuels are used. Because of the complex physics involved, moot attempts to predict the pollutant emissions from ground-based engine testing have used simplified methods, which may grossly underpredict and/or overpredict the pollutant formations in a test environment. The objective of this work has been to develop a computational fluid dynamics-based methodology that replicates the underlying test-stand flow physics to accurately and efficiently assesses pollutant emissions from ground-based rocket-engine testing. A nominal RD-170 engine hot-fire test was computed, and pertinent test-stand flow physics was captured. The predicted total emission rates compared reasonably well with those of the existing hydrocarbon engine hot-firing test data.
= turbulent kinetic energy production = enthalpy = Jacobian of coordinate transformation = Arrhenius forward reaction rate constant = turbulent kinetic energy = total number of species = static pressure = heat source = l,u, v. w, H,k,e, or_ti = residue term for q equation = source term for q equation = static temperature = transformed velocity, (contravariant velocity) x volume = mean velocities in x, y, and z directions = physical coordinates = mass fraction for species i = difference operator, Aqi + i/2 : qi + 1 --qi = turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate = effective viscosity = turbulent eddy viscosity = computational coordinates = density = energy dissipation function, pG = mass production rate for species i Introduction USSIAN-BUILT kerosene-fueled engines such as the RD-170 and the U.S. counterpart RD-704 have been identified as potential candidates to power single-stage-to-orbit rockets. The potential for formation of thermal nitric oxides (NO_) and carbon monoxide (CO) is a concern during ground-based testing of rocket engines that use hydrocarbon fuels. The release of NOx into the atmosphere contributes to acid rain and ozone depletion, and the CO poses a potential threat to living organisms. Since an environmental impact assessment is required before testing can begin, it is important to accurately assess the potential pollutant levels. Several simplified analyses have been used in the past for first-order estimates. For example, thermochemical analysis using the chemical equilibrium computer code _ can provide CO concentration estimates at the nozzle exit plane. However, the nozzle exit solution overpredicts the CO concentration because it does not include the subsequent afterburning with air. Additionally, it cannot predict NOx formation unless the correct amount of air mixing is assumed. A perfectly stirred-reactor analysis has been reported to treat the plume-air mixing. 2 While attractive because of its simplicity, the assumption of perfect mixing between the plume and entrained air is not justified. Also, there is an inherent difficulty in estimating the residence time. Other methods, such as steady two-dimensional analysis of a free-exhaust plume, can be used', however, the physics depicted does not adequately replicate the complex three-dimensional transient phenomena that occur during the engine testing. A variational-principle-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method was used to perform a twodimensional transient analysis 3 of the Space Shuttle main-engine exhaust in a covered flame trench. The focus, however, was not the evaluation of the pollutant environment but the assessment of the potential for a hazardous engine cutoff.
The rapid gains made in CFD and computer technologies have made possible the development of a computational methodology that can describe the complex pollutant emission physics resulting from ground-based rocket-engine tests. These physical processes include three-dimensional air entrainment, three-dimensional multiple-nozzle plume interaction and mixing with air, finiterate plume aflerburning, plume impingement with the ski slope of the flame bucket and quenching through deluge water, and three-dimensional restricted multiple-plume expansion.
To simulate an actual hot firing, however, is still cost-prohibitive, because actual hot firing on a test stand is a three-dimensional transient
phenomenon.
An asymptotic plume growth method is developed in this study in which a steady-transient process is described instead of the actual startup and cutoff sequences.
From an environmental assessment viewpoint, the emission rate obtained from a steadytransient process is preferred, since it is usually conservative if full power level is simulated. Other issues aside, even if limited emission data were available, benchmarking of the CFD model with actual hot firings is impractical from a time-cost standpoint. Past hot firings were usually not useful for CFD benchmarking, since not all of the boundary conditions were or can be measured. Accordingly, the most efficient strategy is to base the methodology on numerical models and submodels that have been previously benchmarked with simpler, but still relevant aspects pertaining to teststand flow physics. Importantly, with the emphasis on computational tractability, 4 the models and submodels used should not be so computationally intensive as to preclude use in three-dimensional applications.
Following that strategy, a pressure-based CFD method was chosen as the basic CFD formulation.
Combustion-driven flows relevant to this problem for which the methodology has been benchmarked include a dump combustor 5 and rocket-engine combustors, 6 unified combustor-nozzle-plume flowfields, 7 transient flows in a rocket-engine combustor _ during startup, transient flow separation inside the thrust chamber and transient plume development during both startup and Cutoff, 9 and three-dimensional base flowfields for a four-engine clustered nozzle configuration ") similar to the fournozzle cluster setup of the RD-170. The turbulence and chemistry submodels were chosen with efficiency in mind. The specific rationale for those submodels chosen and the pertinent benchmarks performed are detailed in the later sections. The hot firing of an RD-170 engine on the FI Test Stand at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) was simulated numerically.
A nominal hot firing with water quenching was computed. Two parallel cases using the frozen chemistry and finite-rate chemistry, but without water quenching, were also computed for comparison.
The emission rates of the pollutants and the exhaust-plume properties were computed, and the effects of afterburuing and water quenching on pollutant formation were compared. In addition to ground testing, this resultant technology has potential applications in actual rocket launches and in the development of air-breathing engines.
Asymptotic

Plume Growth Method
To assess the pollutant environment from RD-170 propulsion system testing, an asymptotic plume growth method is proposed, based on the recognition that the expansion of a rocket plume during a continuous hot firing is a transient process. 3'9 That is, the plume boundary based on species concentration continues to grow with time. However, some of the plume properties near the nozzle exit plane (Mach number, for example) approximate a fixed pattern during the entire steady firing. Even after the engine is shut off, the heated plume will continue to rise and expand because of buoyancy forces. Wind direction and strength also influence the plume growth. A significant amount of the pollutant mass, if not the entire amount, is generated during the steady hot firing at the full power level. The total mass of the pollutants will not change significantly with the engine cutoff and the subsequent rapid plume quenching, but dispersion into the surrounding atmosphere does occur. Furthermore, the pollutant emission rates, as well as the plume volume growth rate, should reach an asymptotic state during a steady hot firing.
The asymptotic plume growth method therefore assumes that the total mass of the pollutants can be obtained by calculating their total emission rates through a time-accurate CFD computation as the plume growth solution reaches its asymptotic state. In this study, an asymptotic state of plume growth is reached when the rate of plume volume growth and the rates of species emission converge to approximate constant levels, and the outer plume boundary is defined at a CO2 mass fraction of 0.01%.
A weakness of the conventional point sampling technique practiced in test measurements and steady two-dimensional analyses is that data are taken at certain locations of the plume and the total mass of the pollutant of the entire plume is inferred. The proposed method integrates the total mass of pollutant from every computational cell inside the plume boundary, thus accounting for all of the pollutant mass from the entire plume. The computation is started by performing a frozen-chemistry analysis for a short period of elapsed time to establish an initial plume in the system. This process not only yields an initial flowfield for the computation of subsequent parallel finite-rate chemistry and nominal (finite-rate chemistry with water quenching)
cases, but also serves as an excellent check of mass conservation using an elemental carbon balance. This procedure is acceptable because it is the total pollutant emission rates during a nominal steady RD-170 hot-firing that are desired and not those of actual startup and shutdown sequences.`)
The goals were therefore to compute the growth rate of NO and the disappearance rate of CO until they achieve asymptotic states. A time-accurate computation is conducted until the asymptotic emission rates are obtained. Thus, a conservative prediction (full power level) of the total pollutant emissions can be achieved without having to compute through the entire test time. In this case, the emission rates obtained from a computational elapsed time of 0. I s can be used to predict the total pollutant emissions for a 200-s (or more) steady hot-fire test. Since the real time is taken out of the computation, the proposed method is efficient for any test duration.
Governing Equations
The finite difference Navier-Stokes code 7']_'_2 was used to provide multicomponent, transient viscous flowfield solutions by solving the Reynolds-averaged transport equations including mass conservation equation, momentum equations, energy equation, and other scalar transport equations.
The general form of these conservation equations can be written as
The source terms for the governing equations in a three-dimensional space x, can be written in fully conservative form as
An extended k-_ turbulence model _3 is used to describe the turbulence. It is superior to the standard k-_ model _4 for flows containing shear layers where the mean strain rate is high. A second time scale of the production range of the turbulence kinetic energy spectrum is added to the dissipation rate equation and allows the energy transfer mechanism of the turbulence model to respond to the mean strain more effectively. Furthermore, that extra term represents the energy transfer rate from large-scale turbulence (low wave number) to small-scale turbulence (high wave number) controlled by the production-range time scale and the dissipation-rate time scale. Hence, albeit a single-spectrum formulation, the extended k-¢ model gives performance somewhat analogous to that of the multiple-scale model _5 in which a transfer of energy from the larger scales (turbulent energy production) to the smaller scales (dissipation) is prescribed. This extended k-_ turbulence model has been rigorously benchmarked _3with fully developed turbulent channel and pipe flows, turbulent free-shear flows, flat-plate turbulent boundary-layer flow, turbulent flow over a backward-facing step, a confined turbulent swirling flow, and dump combustor flows. 5 The compressibility effect on the turbulence is taken into account by using the method of Mach-number correction] 6' _7
Solution Algorithm
To solve the system of nonlinear partial differential equations, finite difference approximations are used to establish a system of linearized algebraic equations on a nonstaggered grid mesh where f and h represent first-order fluxes and TVD flux limiters, respectively. The TVD flux limiters function as antidiffusion terms to recover high-order accuracy of the scheme. The first-order fluxes and the TVD flux limiters are given below:
system. A pressure-based predictor plus multicorrector time marching is employed, so that flow over all speed ranges can be analyzed. The time-marching scheme and total variation diminishing (TVD) discretization are pertinent to this work and are detailed below.
Time-Marching Scheme The time-marching scheme is described below. For convenience, transformed equation of Eq.
(1) is written as
This equation can be discretized in finite difference form:
1
where superscripts n and n + 1 represent old and new time levels, respectively. The quantity 0 is a time-marching control parameter, such that 0 = 1.0 and 0.5 are for a first-order implicit Euler and a second-order time-centered time-marching scheme, respectively. Second-order time accuracy is used. The following linearization is then incorporated:
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With the above approximations, the final form of the time-marching scheme can be written as
A pressure-based predictor-plus-multicorrector solution method is formulated. 7.j t.12 The basic idea is to perform corrections for the pressure and velocity fields by solving for a pressure correction so that velocity-pressure coupling is enforced, based on the continuity constraint.
To reduce potential oscillations in the pressure field, an upwind TVD adaptive dissipation term based on the density field, which is described in the next section, is added to the right-hand side of the pressure correction equation. The entire corrector step is repeated until the mass conservation condition is enforced before marching to the next time level.
TVD Discretization
Second-order central differencing schemes are emplo_'ed to model the diffusion fluxes and the source terms of the governing equations. A third-or second-order upwind TVD scheme ]2 is incorporated to model the convection terms to improve solution accuracy and to enhance numerical stability. These convection terms can be expressed by finite difference approximation as
where the minmod functions in the TVD flux limiters are written as
The order of accuracy of this scheme is determined by the parameters g, and _.. That is, X = (3 -0)/(I -0), where _ = -1 represents a second-orderupwindTVDschemeand _ = ½ athird-orderaccurate scheme. The second-order accurate scheme is used in this study for enhanced numerical stability. The compression factor ), is used to sharpen the contact discontinuities and slipstreams for better wavetracking resolution.
Boundary Conditions
The freestream boundary around the nozzles is modeled as a modified subsonic inlet condition regulated by a fixed total ambient pressure to allow air entrainment. This is accomplished by making two assumptions: 1) air entrainment boundaries are sufficiently far from the nozzles that the inlet freestream flow is isentropic and irrotational and 2) flow is allowed to enter through the air entrainment boundaries only. In view of assumption 1, Bernoulli's equation is used to solve for the velocity magnitude. That is, q" = [2(po -p,)/p,]o.__, where subscript e indicates quantities extrapolated from the interior and p_ is the ambient pressure. Obtaining a velocity magnitude q_ by extrapolation from the interior, the air speed at the entrainment boundary can be calculated as q'_ ÷ l = q,. + _(q_ _ q_), where is a relaxation parameter. The flow directions are then extrapolated from the interior to provide smooth flow entrainment.
Not to violate assumption 2, the air speed is set to zero if the flow directions indicating an outflow condition and the pressure is set to its ambient value.
The RD-170 is a regeneratively cooled, four-nozzle clustered engine fueled by kerosene and liquid oxygen and is used on Energia launch vehicles. A thermochemical analysis I was performed for the thrust chamber at a nominal operating condition, and the equilibrium products at the nozzle exit were used as the input to the FI Test Stand propulsion system. CH19423 was used I as the chemical formula for kerosene fuel. The analysis indicated that a significant amount of CO (24.569%) is present at the nozzle exit. This is the amount that could be dumped into the environment and can only be chemically reduced through afterburning. The analysis also indicated that there is no soot or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon fragments produced in the thrust chamber, although graphite carbon and polycyclic aromatics were considered. The lack of soot formation is to be expected, since the nominal RD-170 operating condition is a near-stoichiometric equivalence ratio of 1.2939. Fixed water mass-flow rates are specified along the deflector wall and other wall boundaries in the flame trench. In this study, the initial water jet coming out of the flame-deflector wall was treated as a gaseous phase for computational efficiency. The enthalpy and latent heat of liquid water were lumped into the energy equation, and hence the energy change due to the vaporization of liquid water was appropriately represented.
The water injection pattern is designed so that most of the water is injected at the plume impingement area. Approximately 5% of the water injects from the top wall, 10%
from each oftheside walls, 15% from thetop one-third of the ski slope, 40% from the middle of the ski slope, and the remaining 20% from the bottom one-third of the ski slope. Five inlet regions were specified on the ski slope to satisfy the approximate injection pattern. The freestream around the plume downstream of the trench outlet was assumed at sea-level condition with a prescribed wind speed of 10 ft/s. The initial turbulence intensities for the freestream, nozzle exit flow, and water jets were assumed at a low level of 1.5%.
For the purpose of this study, that assumption is justified, since the turbulence inertia is related to the mean-flow gradients through the Boussinesq concept. When the kinetic energy term related to the normal stresses is grouped into the pressure term, the growth of the turbulence is seen to depend on the growth of the shear layers and not the initial intensity.
At exit boundaries, direct extrapolation was employed. For symmetry planes, which are the center planes of the computational domain, zero-gradient boundary conditions were applied for all scalars, and tangency conditions were imposed for the velocity vectors. Nonslip boundary conditions were employed for the momentum equations at solid-wall boundaries.
Wall-normal zero-gradient pressure boundary conditions were used. Isothermal or adiabatic wall boundary conditions were specified for different wall segments, depending on the locations.
Finite-Rate Afterburning Kinetics
To accurately predict the finite-rate contaminant formations in the exhaust plume, finite-rate chemical kinetics were included in the numerical modeling. The plume chemistry occurring downstream of the nozzle exit includes the aflerburning of CO, thermal NO._ formation and decomposition, and a counter-aflerburning effect on CO conversion due to water quenching and its reduction effect on NO_ formation. Those chemical processes are described with a wet CO (12 reactions) and a thermal NO (6 reactions) finite-rate mechanism, as shown in Table 1 . The well-known Zetdovich mechanism is included. For computational efficiency, only NO is considered in this work, since other species of the NOx family, such as NO2, are converted from NO and usually exist only in trace amounts.
Their existence is hence included in the NO as equivalent NO. The wet CO and thermal NO mechanisms are subsets of a combustion kinetics model for complex hydrocarbon (coal-derived) fuels. 1_-2°T heir reaction rates, in Arrhenius-iaw form, have been validated with jet-stirred combustor data, including blowout limits, shocktube measurements of ignition delay times, w,2°and data on turbulent diffusion flames and flat flames. 21 In addition, the thermal NOx reactions have been benchmarked using industrial burner data. 22 The simultaneous system of chemical equations is solved by using the penalty-function methodfl 3 The kinetic data are used to describe the plume afterburning at atmospheric pressure and not the reaction inside the high-pressure rocket combustion chamber. The formation of thermal NO is significantly influenced by flame temperature.
Its strong dependence on temperature results from both the temperature dependence of the forward rate constant of reaction O + N2 = N + NO and the sensitivity of the O-atom equilibrium concentration to temperature. Production of thermal NO is generally negligible at low temperatures.
It is therefore expected that most of the thermal NO will be formed in the flame front, i.e., the plume mixing layer near the exit plane of the nozzles.
The coupled solution of the finite-rate kinetics with the aforementioned turbulence submodel and the governing equations of the entire CFD formulation describes adequately the effect of turbulence fluctuation on the heat release because of combustion, and vice versa. However, a different approach, which considers extra linkage between the turbulence and chemistry (herein loosely dubbed turbulence-chemistry interaction modeling), regards the preceding formulation as laminarlike and conventional, so that the extra strains in the turbulence field caused by the combustion cannot be adequately captured from it. Whether the extra linkage is necessary or not has been a continuous debate, and the topic has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. Some excellent reviews on turbulence-chemistry interaction modeling methods can be foundfl '24 Experimentally, many conflicting observations have been made, e.g., combustion shortens the reattachment length for flame holders, 25 whereas it lengthens the recirculation zone for free wakesfl 6 The real mechanisms are not well understood, and the explanations are mostly conjecture. These conflicting observations must be addressed, however. The majority of the interaction work has been on much simpler steadystate gas-phase diffusion flames, reacting shear layers, and combustor flows, using conventional turbulence models that do not produce acceptable results. However, it is entirely possible that whatever discrepancies may have occurred have little to do with the conventional turbulence formulation, but are caused by the numerical algorithms, boundary conditions, thermodynamics, kinetics models, and turbulence models. Indeed, many sophisticated turbulence models cannot generate good results even for nonreacting flows. _5 Another important aspect often ignored by many investigators is that the experiment must be designed and conducted to provide sufficient information on the boundary conditions (inlet conditions in particular)
to allow for reconstruction of the flowfield if the data are to be of value in turbulent-combustion-model development and evaluation. 27 Models based on experiments without adequate boundary conditions are not very helpful. A turbulence-chemistry interaction model can hence be viewed as a special form of turbulence modeling attempting to locate the extra linkage in the combustion-driven flow physics. Earlier models such as the eddy-breakup 2s model are too limited to describe most diffusion flames of practical fuelsfl 4
Recent development has centered around the probability density function (PDF) methods such as the computed PDF and the assumed PDF methods. A Monte Carlo PDF reactor model has been applied by one of the authors to study the unmixedness in a jet-stirred combustor. 2c_Such a model, if combined with a fiowfield solution, is very similar to a computed PDF method. 29 The computed PDF method, however, is judged 3°not suitable for supersonic combustion. In addition, the computational effort is so expensive at present that the method is not a useful engineering tool. 3°I n assumed PDF methods, care should be taken in interpreting results from theoretical studies, because the implications cannot be substantiated and often are contradictory to experimental observations, especially those modeled on the mixing effect only 3j or the chemistry effect only, 32 since only part of the turbulence-chemistry interaction is described.
A recent benchmark effort, 3°in which a multivariate Beta PDF linked for mixing and a joint PDF linked for chemistry are explored, is probably a typical representative among the state-of-the-art assumed PDF methods. Although the means and sums of variances for species were provided from the expriment, the result showed that the assumed PDFs give adequate agreement only in regions where combustion has not taken place; in all other situations, the agreement is inadequate.
The mean temperature profiles computed with the PDF showed marginal improvement over those without the PDF. The solution was insensitive to the initial turbulent intensity (which reconfirms our assumption that inlet intensity has minor effect on the eventual turbulence level). In addition, better agreement is seen when the chemical source term is turned off. The outcome of this benchmark eflort reinforces the notion that if state-of-the-art PDFs cannot properly describe the turbulence-chemistry interaction for a simple experiment, with the means and variances for species given, the PDF method is not ready for the study of complex test-stand flow physics. Furthermore, the problems in modeling the Favre-averaged correlations using approximations developed for the corresponding Reynolds-averaged terms and/or the use of the incompressible form of the turbulent kinetic energy equation will, if not resolved, forever produce discrepancies for PDF methods. On the other hand, a recent study j5 found the conventional laminarlike treatments performed as well as or better than the computed PDF method for a turbulent reacting compressible shear layer. The computed PDF method predicted erroneous ignition delay and llame thickness. The contention that the conventional methods cannot adequately capture the extra strains in the turbulence field caused by the combustion seems to be unfounded, at least for the current flows of interest.
In veiw of the above discussion and the need for computational tractability in an engineering tool, the computationally efficient convcntional method is preferred in this study.
Computational Grid Generation
The F1 Test Stand at MSFC, standing 230 ft tall with a flame bucket (deflector) attached to the aspirator, was used to test the F1 engines that propelled the Saturn launch vehicles. Not only does the flame bucket quench the rocket exhaust plume with deluge water jets, but it also turns the vertically flowing exhaust plume into a horizontal direction, alter which the plume expands and dissipates into the atmosphere. Figure 1 shows the computational domain for the FI Test Stand. The RD-170 engine is mounted vertically, firing downward into the flame bucket. Because of the symmetry, only hal f of the domain was actually computed. The four RD-170 nozzles (mounted beneath a platform that is not modeled) and the aspirator are described by zone 1, which contains 63,360 grid points (72 × 40 × 22). The aspirator itself is mounted on top of the flame bucket so that the air entrainment is promoted and the plumes are centered while impinging on a predetermined area in the flame bucket zone 1. The flame bucket is modeled by zone 2, which comprises 72,000 grid points (72 × 40 × 25). The deflector-restricted plumes are quenched through water deluge injecting from all four walls inside the bucket. After passing through the flame bucket (zone 2), the quenched plumes expand into the surrounding atmosphere (zone 3), which is described by 156,975 grid points (91 × 69 × 25).
The relative sizes and locations of all three zones are shown in Fig. 2 . The total number of grid points used in this study was 292,335. The computational grid was generated using the EZSURF code. 33 The edge curves of the nozzle exits, aspirator, flame deflector, and multizone block edges were generated first. Transfinite interpolation was applied to create the initial surfaces. The flame deflector and nozzle exit surfaces were elliptically smoothed using Bezier-curve and local redistribution techniques. The volume grid for the first block (zone 1) was created using two linear stackings: one from the top of the block to the nozzle exit plane and then another from the nozzle exit plane to the bottom of the aspirator. The flame deflector block (zone 2) and subsequent external ambience (zone 3) volume grids were created using transfinite interpolation.
Results
and Discussion Figure 3 shows the computed temperature contours for the waterquenching case at selected computational planes. Water-jet vectors are shown for the top and bottom walls. The water jets at the back wall are shown, but are mostly blocked out by the temperature contours, whereas the water jets from the front wall are omitted for clarity. The plumes impinge on the 45-deg bend section of the flame bucket, where they encounter the most water deluge. This impingement location agrees with the original test-stand design. The quenched plumes then turn and partly hit the outer wall, where they move horizontally, following the direction of the flame bucket. Most of the computed thermal NO is formed near the aspirator region of the flowfield, where significant mixing and the highest temperature occur. The coincidence of high temperature and NO formation is in agreement with the characteristics of the Zeldovich mechanism. Figure 4 shows comparisons of averaged mass fraction in the system for species CO, CO2, NO, and OH with respect to the elapsed time. The averaged mass fraction for CO in the nominal case is more than that for the purely finite-rate chemistry case because of the counter-afterburning effect of deluge water, and vice versa for that of CO2. The higher level of OH in the finite-rate case shows a higher degree of afterburning reaction, due to the higher overall plume temperature without water quenching. Total NO production drops significantly in the nominal case. The concentration of NO in the nominal case is almost two orders of magnitude lower than that in the case of finite-rate chemistry only. The low emission of NO in the water-quenching case is not surprising, since the extent of thermal NO lormation depends heavily on the local temperature. The effect of water deluge on the formation of NO is due to the reduction in peak plume temperature.
The computed growth of plume volumes is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that the growth rates of the plumes have reached their approximate asymptotic states. Obviously, the plume energy of the finite-rate chemistry case is higher than that of the nominal case. Computed temperature contours for the nominal case. Correspondingly, the plume volume growth rate of the finite-rate case is larger than that of the nominal case. It is anticipated that the characteristics of computed growth of plume energies would be similar to those of plume volumes.
These CFD results ultimately serve as the basis (input) for a subsequent meteorological cloud dispersion calculation, where the plume volume growth rate helps determine the eventual plume size, and the plume energy growth rate helps determine the magnitude of the plume buoyancy force.
A comparison of the calculated criterion pollutant total emission rates for RD-170 with those measured for other engines 34 is shown in down into to a bucket. The bucket, similar to that of the F 1Test Stand, is also a 45-deg deflector, and the backwall of the bucket is also perforated to allow water deluge. Since thrust levels are different for those engines, the measured emission rates and those extrapolated to an RD-170 level by thrust ratios are both shown. Note that the emission rates for those engines are based on sampling of actual firings, analyses of fuel samples, and engineering extrapolations. The computed emission growth is based on integrating the species concentration over the entire plume boundary and in theory is more accurate than extrapolation from several sampling points to infer the whole plume. Nevertheless, the comparison is instructive, and the agreement in order of magnitude is encouraging. 
